
Some comments from our customers...

“Our entrance has been transformed by the really attractive gates.
 Being electrically operated we can keep our dogs in at all times, but still let visitors in and out remotely from the house. 

A very helpful courteous team who have given us excellent after-sales service whenever we have requested it.”   

"We are very happy with the gates and everyone who visited us before we left The Well House commented 
on how impressive they look and what a big difference they make to the property. I am sure that we will 

continue to be very happy with the product and the service as we are so far. I hope that business is going well-"

"Fort Knox have delivered a first class service and, 
most importantly, ensured that we have total reliability of operation."

"We were very pleased with the advice and service provided by Fort Knox during the 
installation of our gates and with their very responsive postsales service and support".

"You know I have been very happy with your work. You were not only helpful during installation
 – but when there later was a problem you turned up and solved it – that is worth A LOT…"

"the children and staff say they feel much safer both during and after school now the gates are in place"

“We are delighted with the smooth installation and running of our gates. It was especially pleasing that 
when we had a minor problem with the gates after a fierce electrical storm Fort Knox were 

easy to get hold of and they put the problem right within a very short time and with 
no charge. I have no hesitation in highly recommending them.”      

 "You did a great job and I was very pleased with the people who came 
round through the entire process from sales to fitting."

‘Fort Knox fitted our gates and made a superb job.  Can thoroughly recommend them.’

"We've been really thrilled with the gates which were installed efficiently by very
 friendly staff and have added security and value to the property."

"Fort knox provided an excellent service.The gates are superb and their friendly, professional staff have been 
helpful and prompt throughout. The detailed quote was completely tailored to our individual requirements 

with no hidden extras or surprises and they accommodated all the changes we wanted, even during the installation
 stage! Their follow up checks have been thorough and have ensured that we have reliable usable system."

"The team at Fort Knox did a fine job for us. They played a major part in helping in the design of our gates, arranged 
their manufacture and then carefully installed them and making sure they worked exactly to our 

requirements. In addition, their after-sales service has been excellent."

"The Fort Knox staff are friendly and professional.  We are very satisfied 
with the set of gates they made for us and their prices are competitive." 

"I would recommend Fort Knox to anyone - they do what they say they will and their aftercare support is second to none.
I can say that they are  amongst one of the best companies I have ever had to do work at our property."


